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Imagine yourself standing carefree on the deck of a high-end
fishing yacht, drink in hand, voyaging through the vast turquoise
Caribbean sea. You feel the rejuvenating crip breeze dashing
across your face as you return from an exhilarating fishing
experience, having caught a huge trove of delicious fish from
snapper to wahoo, grouper and mahi-mahi. For those in need of a
paradise experience, Catchin Caicos offers the ultimate day on
the water. The invigorating adventure will have you forgetting
the world's problems while making lasting memories with your
loved ones and ultimately, catching the big ones.
Operating out of Providenciales, Turks and Caicos Islands in
Turtle Cove Marina, Catchin Caicos is the best of private fishing
tours and luxury charters. The Turks and Caicos Islands have
quickly become the hottest tourist destination, in 2020 alone
winning TripAdvisor’s Best Beach in the Caribbean Award and
Second Best Beach in the World Award as well as the World
Travel Award’s Best Caribbean Destination. There are many
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reasons why travelers choose to visit TCI. The renowned islands
have the second largest reef in the Western Hemisphere, creating
abundant sealife that make fishing unforgettable.
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Aboard the prestigious 60 foot Hatteras sportfishing yacht, Catchin Caicos’ Captain Roy and his exceptional
team use the most advanced and up-to-date electronics and fishing equipment to ensure a smooth and
successful trip nothing short of excellence. The innovative Tiagra 80w trolling reels feature a hydrothermal
drag system that automatically cools the drag down after heating up during battle. The Tournament Rupp
Outriggers, designed and engineered for precision, are the best one can find, and Catchin Caicos uses Finnor reels and Krystal Deep Cap Reels for bottom fishing. Whether a beginner or an expert fisherman, at
Catchin Caicos clients are blessed with cutting edge technology and a highly experienced team.
Captain Roy and his team are often highlighted as the delight of the trip. "From the initial contact,
reservations, planning, preparation, and the actual charter, the service was second to none," shared a
Tripadvisor reviewer. A lifelong resident of the Providenciales, Captain Roy has over 40 years of fishing
experience and he is known by his peers as, "The Fish Whisperer." Guests set out daily to fish for Wahoo,
Mahi Mahi, Mackeral, Snapper, Yellowfin, Tuna, Marlin, Sailfish and more depending on the season. A lucky
guest can often catch an Atlantic blue marlin. The highly precise, friendly and entertaining crew are
rreviewed time and time again with the highest accolades from guests both new and returning.
Travelers from all over the world recommend Catchin Caicos. "The cabin on this vessel leaves nothing to be
desired. I would strongly recommend Catchin Caicos to anyone. Hands down the best. Good times with good
people is what it's all about," reads yet another review. For premiere private fishing tours and luxury
charters, Catchin’ Caicos is the number one company in the Turks and Caicos Islands. To learn more, visit
their website at www.catchincaicos.com or call 649.244.2927
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